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order ministry of rock 2 from sweetwater and get all the
sounds you need to produce a great record! with the
eastwest quantum leap ministry of rock 2, the goal was to
arm the producer with the total sonic package. it's loaded
with rock drums, basses, and guitars covering an array of
styles, all aimed to give you a full-blown live sound,
without ever needing to call in a session musician for an
overdub. and you won't believe how good it sounds.
inside these 57gb are samples treated to eastwest
quantum leap's cutting-edge live technology that makes
multisampled drums sound like a live performance. what's
more, top players and the world's finest gear were
involved on the project, so you get a pro sound, without
spending a fortune. when it's time to produce rock music,
look no further than eastwest quantum leap ministry of
rock 2! order ministry of rock 2 from sweetwater and get
all the sounds you need to produce a great record! with
the eastwest quantum leap ministry of rock 2, the goal
was to arm the producer with the total sonic package. it's
loaded with rock drums, basses, and guitars covering an
array of styles, all aimed to give you a full-blown live
sound, without ever needing to call in a session musician
for an overdub. and you won't believe how good it
sounds. inside these 57gb are samples treated to
eastwest quantum leap's cutting-edge live technology
that makes multisampled drums sound like a live
performance. once you get around the huge file size,
these instruments are easy to use, and you can quickly
and easily produce a huge variety of rock songs. each of
the individual samples you hear in the demos have a
dedicated drum kit. the kick drum is recorded through a
pair of mics, one positioned near the kick drum, and the
other positioned up high. guitars and bass are recorded
through an interface, with each channel containing an
amp and direct and through pickup signals. finally, a mic
is used to record the singer. the drums and bass are
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processed with a number of different effects, and the
guitar is processed with a variety of effects, including
reverb, delay, and chorus.
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Ministry Of Rock 2. Torrent

in ministry of rock 2, we've taken our production
experience to the next level and combined it with creative
software technology to create a tool for you to master the

art of production. if you don't have time to record a
session, you can't record a session. but with this

instrument, you can virtually record a session, in your
studio or anywhere else. it's that simple. and you'll be

amazed at the quality and versatility of the sample
library. whether you're a novice or a seasoned veteran,
ministry of rock 2 is the ultimate rock production tool,

packed with the sounds, the tools and the technology you
need to make you sound like a rock star. in your hands is
the ultimate rock production tool. ministry of rock 2 is the
ultimate rock production tool. ministry of rock 2 contains
57gb of rock sounds, including 57 drum kits, 47 bass kits,

37 guitar kits, 15 pianos, 4 organs, 5 harmoniums, 5
harpsichords, and 10 drum pads, plus the entire library of
samples in all their original glory. whatever style of rock

you're into, ministry of rock 2 is a must for any rock
producer. from the rocking, rhythm-oriented hard rock

and metal sounds to the double-time, floor-shaking heavy
metal and even the slower, heavier, grunge-style grooves,
ministry of rock 2 has something for everyone. it's bigger
than anything on the market, so downloading will take a

little time. as the title suggests, the ministry of rock 2 is a
collection of samples and no fancy tech gear. all of the
sounds are virtual instruments in a sense, and you can

play them just like any other virtual instrument.
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